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Book Descriptions:

Dm5 Virtue Chip Manual

Vote in the POLL New Planet Eclipse Geo 4 shooting video First time shooting the Ego LV 1.6 VIDEO
Also, this thread is for those who need to find to find a downloadable manual.Since the virtue ban
was lifted, I am adding the virtue section back in. Slower trigger pulls add less shots. Faster trigger
pulls will add more shots. Fast Ramping Shots are added as soon as you reach the settings in
register 5 and 6 Triplet Shot Ramping fires 3 shots every time the trigger is pulled. This speeds up
the faster you pull the trigger PSP1 3 shots semi then fast ramping no need to set register 6 as this
feature is built in. However, you can set the AFA ROF in register 5 PSP2 3 shots semi then superfast
ramping no need to set register 6 as this feature is built in. However, you can set the AFA ROF in
register 5 NXL 3 shots then full auto Breakout Full Auto then fast ramping. NXL Breakout First shot
is full auto then 3 shots semi then full auto again.I am sure we all know what virtue is. If this thread
is helpful to us in helping others. I dont want it deleted because of those who avoid the filters.
Thanks That is what manuals are for.As I stated at the top of the thread.It may not be for you.Tee
hee tee hee, you so missed me. You should do it. When I Heres the manual, if thatll help Jan 14, 2015
vlocity manual chip virtue az course equivalency guide florence italy souvenier guide book thanks i
need this vid the manual is not clear thanks please consult your guns user manual first, as the
problem may not be related to the Virtue Faster, enhanced processor than the Standard Virtue
VLocity Chip. Please read this Equilink owners manual supplement thoroughly, as its purpose is to
help you better understand your bike. Virtue Travel Chip. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Vlocity jr virtue chip vs
gangstar chip posted in Equipment Advice What is the Instant Unjam Just tap the button to manually
clear a jam. Put Dipswitch 1 down, and your maximum rate of fire is capped at
15bps.http://www.visionnegocios.com.br/admin/fckeditor/userfiles/canon-mv900-manual-espa-ol.xml

dm5 virtue chip manual, dm5 virtue chip manual, dm5 virtue chip manual pdf, dm5
virtue chip manual download, dm5 virtue chip manual free, dm5 virtue chip manuals.

The most advanced upgrade in paintball. Virtue is the only upgrade that actually replaces your gun’s
engine, improving performance at every level. Virtue is the only accessory in paintball guarenteed to
UPGRADE your gun’s engine. And Virtueas fully adjustable modes, place virtually an infinite number
of firing capabilities at your finger tips. All Virtue boards are backed by a lifetime warranty. Plus if
you order from VirtuePaintball.com your board comes with a 30 day money back guarantee. Not only
does Virtue offer more features, but every setting is fully adjustable, meaning you can create Virtue
starts with 7 base modes of fire, each of which can be customize to your settings, including the
Ramp Mode, putting thousands of fun modes at your fingertips. Virtueas enhanced trigger
sensitivity, combined with advanced eye logic give Virtue the fastest semiauto mode in paintball.
Control when the ramping starts, how much it ramps by as well as the maximum rate of fire. You set
the ramp activation speed, ramp percentage, and max rate of fire. The only fully adjustable Ramp
Mode with thousands of ramping options. Once you release the trigger the gun goes into Ramp
Mode and ramps based on your settings. The full auto on first pull does not repeat until you restart
your marker. The first 3 shots are Semi Auto. After the 4th shot the marker ramps to the rate of fire
your “Max Rate of Fire” is set to. Once the trigger is let go and 1 second elapses, the 3 shot Semi
Auto count restarts. The first 3 shots are Semi Auto. On the 4th shot hold down the trigger, and the
marker will shoot full auto at your Max Rate of Fire. Once the trigger is let go and 1 second elapses,
the 3 shot Semi Auto count restarts. This setting will make you shoot twice as fast as you can pull
the trigger. LBI chips will only work in LBI boards, and Non LBI Chips will only work in Non LBI
Boards. Orem, UT 84057. CALL or TEXT 801.709.0403. We are sold

http://www.visionnegocios.com.br/admin/fckeditor/userfiles/canon-mv900-manual-espa-ol.xml


out.http://koppeika.ru/userfiles/canon-mvx1s-manual.xml

These chips have some of the most advanced eye and trigger logic in the industry, making for a
consistent stream of paint every time you fire your paintball gun. These chips feature a host of
different firing modes and adjustments, making it incredibly easy to fine tune your paintball gun for
almost any league or condition.Be the first to write a review All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Paintball Gear and Paintball Equipment. Loading. Tadao Matrix Board Manual; LBI and nonLBI All
settings are stored in nonvolatile memory so they are. I didnt get a booklet with it so I got the
manual off the internet. I was trying to read Sayonara! At the overmatured sushi, The Master Is full
of regret. Yosa no Buson Downloads Manuals Tons of firing modes with this board. Manual can be
downloaded online. Tadao Matrix Board Manual; There are currently 763 manuals in the MCB and
Vintagerex Paintball Manual. I cant find these anywhere and Im thinking its about time I gave the
old. Proto Pm8 Board Manual Nonprofit. Virtue Dye. software and hardware are standard on the
Tadao Proto Matrix Rail board. Maybe 14r youve manual. Get your Used Dye. Installation Note
These installation instructions are for DM markers. Lucky Un1 Board installation may differ slightly.
MAKE SURE THE MARKER IS NOT CONNECTED TO AN AIR SOURCE AND DOES NOT HAVE
PAINTBALLS IN THE BREACH DURING INSTALLATION!!!!!! 1. Remove the screws that secure the
grips. This will expose the board. 2. Remove your existing microchip. To do this, take a small Allen
Wrench and pry up each corner in small increments until the chip is ready to be removed by hand.
Be very careful! You can bend your existing chip’s pins during this process. 3. Install your new Hater
Chip into the socket. The halfmoon on the edge of the Hater Chip should align with the
corresponding halfmoon in the socket. For DM guns, the halfmoon on the Hater Chip should point
towards the trigger frame. Be careful not to bend or break the pins! 4. Replace grips. 5.

Enter you desired programming. Power The Hater Chip comes equipped with an Instant On feature.
Simply press the power button and your marker will instantly power on. To turn the marker off,
press and hold the power button until the LED display goes blank. Eye Sensor Operation When the
Hater Chip is powered on, the eyes are enabled by default. To disable the eyes, press and hold the
eye button on your marker. When the eyes are bypassed, the ROF is capped at 20 cycles per second.
When paint and air are added to the marker and the ROF cap is disabled, the marker will shoot as
fast as your loader can feed. LED Representation Solid Blue Eyes on; Paint in breach. Solid Red Eyes
on; No paint in breach. Blinking Red Eyes disabled. Page 2 and 3 Programming The fourth dip
switch m Thank you, for helping us keep this platform clean. The editors will have a look at it as
soon as possible. Worked great when I pulled it out of the NXT I had. This is are pretty rare and hard
to come by. As me if there are any questions Thanks Posted with I had the marker for a few weeks
and later sold it to buy another marker. It does NOT come with the case but you do get everything
else with it. Dye Virtue OLED Board Rechargeable Battery Virtue Sticker Its nearly new so my loss is
your gain. Its in working condition and does fit the NT10. NT11, DM12,DM13 Feel free to ask any
question Posted with I will also include a 3x oring kit. This gun shoots ropes and is a great marker. I
just used it a tournament and had zero problems with it. It has a few small marks on it but nothing
major. I will send the winning bidder a video of it shooting before shipping. You will not be
disappointed in this marker, Im selling my nt 11 so I won need this board anymore my lost is your
gain. Good luck 260.RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2B%3E26013fb1de2c8d0x104 Please check out my other
auctions. You may see something else that you like.I start all of my listings at.99 cents and no
reserve.

http://www.diamondsinthemaking.com/content/boss-me5-instruction-manual

Sometimes I mess up the keywords and things go for very low prices. A dynasty tadao board went
for 5 bucks once and a dynasty sft shocker went for 90. Check out the other listings. PLEASE READ
THE FULL DESCRIPTION AND TERMS SO THAT THERE IS NO CONFUSION IN PURCHASE

http://koppeika.ru/userfiles/canon-mvx1s-manual.xml
http://www.diamondsinthemaking.com/content/boss-me5-instruction-manual


Compatible with sft and nxt shockers. This is an aftermarket Virtue board that is fully functional, I
offer combined shipping and discounts on multiple purchases. Please contact me and I will send you
a paypal invoice, I ship within 1 day of receiving payment. I will ship International. Please ask for a
price quote. I will leave feedback once feedback is left for me. Please ask if you have any questions
regarding.Overnight shipping is available. Please let me know so as soon as you purchase and pay I
can get it shipped, If payment is sent via echeck I will wait for it to clear before I ship. In which case
I will notify you to let you know what is going on, Please feel free to ask questions, Returns are
accepted for a full refund as long as item is in received condition, Buyer pays shipping in the event
of a return.The board also comes with a 360 qev and a set of blue eyes. This board works perfectly,
you get everything pictured, and fittings and hoses plus the manual not pictured. Thank you and
good luck. Posted with With virtue board and orange bolt. The gun is in great condition just needs a
tune as I havent played over a year with it. It has been lubed every 3 months or so but No paint to
shoot. There is regular wear from play on the tip of the barrel. I will only ship INSIDE the
continental U.S.A via UPS ground. I reserve the right to end this auction at any time. Once payment
received I will ship out the next business day. I will only accept paypal payments. Only been used
twice. Nothing wrong with the marker at all. Has an upgraded virtue board and will come with its
manual for it. Also the marker comes with its original case and original board.

Only reason for selling is I just dont go anymore so time to get rid of it. Any other questions Ill be
more than happy to answer them thank you. It is used, in excellent condition, in full working order
and ready for use. You get what is pictured. Please see my feedback and bid with confidence. I
accept Pay Pal. Shipping in the US only. Posted with It also has a 360 QEV installed and all the
tubing and fittings. One wire has been fixed but it doesnt affect how it works. It worked in the last
gun it was taken out of. The battery is not included it is just there to show you that the board powers
up. Feel Free to contact me with any questions before bidding. I only ship to the United States.
Please read the auction and shipping instructions carefully before bidding. Check out my other
auctions for more great paintball deals. I can combine shipping but contact me first to see what the
price will be. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E144a73a66f90xf4 Just dont have a mini to use it
with. Used but as you can see works great. Paintball Virtue OLED Board Invert Mini Compatible
with the Mini. Includes a side panel with clear window display for the Mini foregrip. Virtue OLED
uses an Organic Display Screen to change the way you use your gun. Making changes in the
programming menu is now easier than ever.. more But Virtue OLED doesn’t stop there. You can
make adjustments to the Game Timer, display the ROF Meter, or access any of Virtue OLED’s 8 Drill
Modes without ever entering the programming menu. Instant Game Timer Adjustment Anytime
while the gun is Live you can adjust and start the Game Timer without having to enter the
Programming Menu. Simply tap the power button and cycle through the optionsDrill Modes. ROF
Meter until the Timer is shown. Double Tap the power button to set the Seconds with the trigger,
and then tap the power button again to set the Minutes using the trigger.

One final t Everything works and is in great condition as it was all only used a handful of times. Just
had a technician look over the gun and make sure everything is in prime condition. Air tank requires
rehydro. Good luck and feel free to shoot me any questions. Thanks Fits 05 speed. G7 series and a
few others. This board is untested and sold for parts or repair. The LEDs all light up and it sees the
eyes when eyes are installed. It was working fine until the board stopped working the noid. This may
be in the settings or may be a problem with the board. Posted with The board works perfectly and
lights up great as it should.All items in the U.S. will receive a TRACKING NUMBER at no charge. We
strive to describe each item very accurately and take the best and close up pictures possible. So
please read above description carefully. Each item is sold as is and we can’t accept returns. Item
conditions are rated as follows; poor, fair, average, good, very good, or new. There’s a reason we



have so much positive feedback and we plan to keep it. This item is guaranteed.All auctions must
ship to a Confirmed address in the U.S. ONLY! SHIPPING Buyer to pay 5.50 to cover packaging.
Shipping, and handling in the continental 48 states. Shipment to P.O. boxes may incur extra cost,
please Email prior to payment as these charges must be covered before we will ship. We always give
shipping discounts to multiple item buyers. If you won an item and intend to win another, you must
let us know. I dont play anymore and am in need to cash with medical bills. Will Post Pics soon. Any
other questions about the gun feel free to ask. Thank You Please check out my other items. You may
see something else that you like. Description for the product is located beneath the pictures. Please
feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding the description.A shopping cart method
has been set up for combining the items and offering a combined price. Add items to cart and
checkout.

For international buyers commit to buy each item that you want and I will combine the items into
one invoice and send you that invoice. I ship within 1 day of receiving payment. Please ask if you
have any questions regarding payment or shipping. Overnight shipping is available.. more Please let
me know so as soon as you purchase and pay I can get it shipped, If payment is sent via echeck I will
wait for it to clear before I ship. In which case I will notify you to let you know what is going on,
Please feel free to ask questions, Returns are accepted for a full refund as long as item is in received
condition, Buyer pays shipping in the event of a return.Used 1 month ago worked great and is an
awesome gun. Brand new CP Reg. HP or CO2 Operation. Very Rare Virtue Board and Custom
installed Stock. Proto Barrel. Gloss Black very nice marker. Adult Owned and Stored in Temp
Controlled Enviroment. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf%60%60%3E146fcf648510x10b Also comes with the
rotor in the picture, this marker and loader combo work great. Needs ball detents which I have and
will send with the marker I just dont have the time to put them in. Powers up and the switch
actuates as it should. Looks almost brand new. A awesome upgrade for your older Ego or Geo. The
best board to put in your Planet Eclipse marker hands down. Laning Drill, 30 Second Breakout Drill,
Gun Up Drill, Reload Practice Drill. One final tap to save the setting and you’re done. Fire two quick
shots to start the Game Timer count down. Lube Monitor New hardware components on the OLED
board now offer Maintenance Monitoring. Our patent pending Maintenance Monitor tracks your
gun’s bolt cycles and tells you when it is time to Lubricate the internals. Most players are aware that
lack of lubrication is bad for their gun and for performance Sorry no manual, but it can be
downloaded free from Virtue Paintball page. I only used a few times. Paypal only and only sales in
lower 48 states.

RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2Bfg2%3E147b228c0890x111
Mostly for A4 but some LCD and A1. There is a virtue board in this lot I believe it fits the 06 speed.
What you see is what you get. Please see my other auctions for more markers. Tanks, barrels, parts,
and soft gear. Thank you Comes in the virtue case with anti static bag. No manual but thats what
Google is for and no grips. Board is fully functional I just took it out of my ego 10. It is used thus no
returns. Sale is best offer Any questions please email me. Battery not included. Just to show the
board powers up. It will come as shown. Bid with confidence and check out my other auctions for
more paintball products. Auction is for U.S. Only. I have air it up and shot several shots through it.
There was no leaks or breaks through it. It has a virtue oled board. Which allows you for a lot of
different settings. I will only ship to the lower 48 states. Please allow 23 days to ship out do to my
work schedule. Sorry for the shipping charges but I will include insurance tracking number and let
me know if you want a signature to receive it. Barely used! Free shipping to the lower 48 states via
FedEx with insurance. Payment due within 48 hours of auction close No grip is included. Any
questions please email me. Auction is for U.S. Only. Has the green eyes installed Virtue Membrane
pad and a 360 QEV installed. Instructions included. Worked fine in the last marker it was used in.
What you see is what you will receive. I can combine shipping but contact me first to see what the



price will be.

Being sold asis no warranty or refund With manuals, both battery packs, original grips, and carries a
lifetime warranty through virtue paintball Due to the nature of these items they are being sold as is
with no returns and i only ship to the lower 48 states and no international shipping and payment is
expected with three days of auctions end otherwise i will be forced to file a non paying bidder claim
will not come with g6r wrap around grips shown This was tested working on 101114 and I have
video of it shooting 20BPS on ramp mode. In looking at the different training modes this board has I
realize I just wont make use of it to the full extent it has to offer a player doind speedball play. I play
big game woods ball and I dont train for it. Monochrome OLED Display for easy text readouts even
in direct sunlight. Maintenance Monitor Lube monitor tracks your lubrication level and reminds you
when its time to relube. 11 Modes of fire Semi Auto. PSP, NXL, Millennium, Auto Response, Full
Auto, Breakout, Burst, Ramp, Selectamode, Training Mode Adjustable.Player Profiles include NPPL.
PSP, NXL, and Millennium. Player Profiles can be adjusted and permanently stored to your style of
play. Wireless RF 1 way and 2 way upgradeable Ready for the upcoming Virtue 1 way and 2 way
wireless platform. 7 Drill Modes! Virtue OLED Drills improve your game using similar techniques
employed by Pro Paintball Players and Olympic Athletes alike continual improvement through
building muscle memory. Each drill is designed to accomplish a small. Short task. Its not like
scrimmaging an entire game, but rather breaking down the core components of playing paintball
and REPEATEDLY drilling them overandover again until your reaction time improves as your muscle
memory builds up. As your reaction time improves. Your game will improve also. Using Virtue OLED
Drills, keep two things in mind. Keep track of your top time, and always strive to beat it.

Once you have mastered OLEDs 8 Drills, think about how you could make your own Drill. There are
hundreds of Great thing about these boards is they are guaranteed for life by Virtue. 3c0.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d71f%2B%3E3c014a26fc2b4d0x101 It has an
upgraded Virtue board installed. It has seen a lot of games and has scratches but nothing that
affects how it works. I just aired it up and shot a hopper of paint through it without any problems. It
may needs some minor adjustments like velocity and rate of fire. No leaks. There are also some
marks on the regulator where the previous owner used the wrong tool to take it off. But again
nothing that affects how it works. Also included are some spare parts so you can change the colors
around if you want. Some of the other color pieces are missing to make a whole color kit. But again
this gun still works fine and is a great tournament level marker. This item will be insured when
shipped that is why shipping is higher. Feel Free to contact me with any.I only ship to the United
States. I can combine shipping but contact me first to see what the price will be. This has the LED
light indicator. Not going over the detail you can search the web for that. Function perfectly. Please
see my other listed items.RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2Bfg2%3E14aa41b919d0x115 Lifetime warranty from Virtue.
Simply put this was the best electronics tourneylevel board made for this marker and they are pretty
rare to find these days. So you know you want it HAPPY BIDDING.A1 Fly, SB, and ARK. These are
getting harder and harder to find in working condition as the years go by. The Mojo has the more
current firing modes and uses a micro switch for the trigger instead of opto. It also has a full color
OLED which looks better and is easier to read. This was removed from a working Angel and was
fully tested before listing. But due to the nature of paintball and electronics, this board is sold ASIS.

It works now and will be tested one last time before shipment. After that I take no responsibility for
condition. Please understand that before purchase. Thanks for looking. Please ask for verification
before bidding. Payment is due within 3 business days or the item will be relisted. No international
shipping. Only contiguous US states. We normally ship within 1 business day excluding holidays.
Please contact us with any additional questions. Board works great, in my opinion the best upgrade
to a paintball marker Now you could see eyes workingno in stock blackheart and much more. Its



100% working. Removed from my eXTCy, just sell my gun and Ive put stock back in it. Original box
and manual. Great board! Money back guarantee. Shipping to lower 48. Manual can be downloaded
online. These chips have some of the most advanced eye and trigger logic in the industry. Making for
a consistent stream of paint every time you fire your paintball gun. These chips feature a host of
different firing modes and adjustments, making it incredibly easy to fine tune your paintball gun for
almost any league or condition I pulled it out of a Rapper fully functioning. Comes with aluminum
tin. No returns. I would rather use paypal but other methods of payment are fine as long as you let
me know. I will combine shipping if you win more then one auction. I will ship to other countries but
you need to let me know where you want it shippedit will be a bit more expensive Powered by The
free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items. This fits first generation
eteks. Works like new. Had about 810 cases of paint run though the marker while this was installed.
No refunds Its time to consolidate and sell off my paintball extras. Please take a look at my other
auctions and see if theres anything you need. These boards are Super reliable. Are easy to adjust
and give. You lots of cool settings. Come with all the fittings And hoses to hook it up. No leak and
works perfect!

I would rather use paypal but other methods of payment are fine as long as you let me know. List
your items fast and easy and manage your active items. Virtue will flash it to current tournament
settings for free. I am also including the ribbon eye adapter in case your setup needs it on PM Proto
setups. Please see my other listings for related DM PM parts. I accept Pay Pal. Thanks so much for
looking. The Virtue Mini Board installs in minutes. And will dramatically increase the performance of
your gun. The most advanced upgrade in paintball. Barrels, bolts, triggers.the same old upgrades,
using the same old technology. Virtue is the only upgrade that actually replaces your guns engine,
improving performance at every level. Virtue is the only accessory in paintball guarenteed to
UPGRADE your guns engine. All Virtue boards are backed by a lifetime warranty. Simple trigger
programming 9 fully adjustable base modes. Unlimited, Max Rate of Fire 15 BPS Ready 100%
tournament legalNPPL. Ill do what it takes to get fivestar ratings across the board. Ive been selling
on eBay since 2000 my customers are t For power, and eyes.In used condition has new sticky back
works great has signs of wear. Pin connector is a 3 pin female connection. Great for stock, and
upgraded circuit boards that use a power pad. Take a look at my other items. Ships in U.S. only. No
returns thanks. It turns on and solenoid clicks normal but it has a couple issues. The battery wires
were JB welded on the frame to keep them in place so you can see some of that still sticking to the
wires. The battery plug is damaged where it attaches to the board. It doesnt seem to have a loose
connection but its a area of concern. It might work ok but Im not 100% so I am listing it as broken.
Of course if you have any problems with this board. You can send it to Virtue and they will fix it
under warranty. You just pay for shipping to them. The trigger is a metal fang and comes with the
larger trigger guard.

Also has the sear. Solenoid pin, manual and tin box. It does not come with a battery. Please ask any
questions before.FREE Priority shipping. USA shipping only! Payment to be made with Paypal within
3 days of the end of auction. This auction is brought to you by The Sand Mountain Shooters Club All
of our items come with a money back guarantee. If youre not happy. Im not happy! Thanks for
looking. Grip Features SoftTact Soft. Tactile rubber creates a comfortable grip that is soft to the
touch, yet rigid and firm enough to withstand the rigors of paintball. Fits all standard.45 grip frames
including Ion. Please feel free to ask any questions that you may have and feel free to look at my
other auctions. Please contact me before you bid if you live outside of the continental US. Items are
described or as is and all sales are final. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%600d72f%2B%3F0%3C%3E14a529c579b0x114 Worked great when I
pulled it out of the NXT I had. As me if there are any questions Thanks Posted with I stopped playing
paintball and had the shop go through the gun. They ended up replacing a couple seals so everything
checks out. The battery might be dead as it has been sitting for around a year now but the gun is in



great working order. This gun has the virtue board upgrade. Which has totally transformed its
performance, they are great. A bunch of firing modes and the instant on feature. This Proto PM5
wont last long. Be the one to get it! Not only do the eyes work, but the Virtue Board cycled through
all the correct lights. The specs on the Virtue Board. Which I considered the best upgrade I made to
the gun, are below Key Features. Simple trigger programming with 7 color LED. But you still have to
hold the power button in for 1 seconds to turn it off to prevent you from accidently shutting off your.

Unlimited, Max Rate of Fire, 15 BPS Ready, Membrane switch readysee photos tab Allows you to
install a membrane power and eye button on the back of your Ion. Both buttons work. The top button
will turn your Ion on and off. The bottom button will turn the eyes on and off. 100% tournament
legalNPPL. Solenoid already attached.
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